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Using plankton DNA samples collected from the PAL LTER annual cruise during 2012-2016 to understand the biodiversity and carbon
flux change associated with environmental change

DNA samples were collected from surface sea water along the PAL LTER annual cruise tracks and sequenced to exam eukaryotic
plankton community composition and diversity.

Discrete DNA samples were taken from sea water following the LTER sampling grids during the annual cruises. On average 23 samples
were processed and sequenced each year covering most planned PAL LTER cruise CTD stations. This selection is to match DNA
sample with the CTD oceanography dataset. In addition, for WGCNA analysis, the minimum sample size is suggested to be 20.

Yajuan Lin, Carly Moreno, Hugh Ducklow, Michael Meredith and Oscar Schofield collected the field samples and underway data. The
underway O2/Ar data were measured by an equilibrator inlet mass spectrometer (EIMS) recorded in real time and saved as Excel files
for later analysis in MATLAB.

Sampling time: Jan-Feb each year during 2012-2016

Spatial scale: PAL LTER regional sampling grids west of the Antarctic Peninsula

The sampling time period is designed to match the most productive time of the year at the WAP. The PAL LTER grids were designed
to cover large environmental/ecological gradients from North to South and from coast shelf zone to open ocean at the WAP.

Two samples with the lowest sequencing counts (<8k per sample) were excluded from the diversity analysis

Experimental replication is not applicable to this study because we conduct environmental sampling/measurements

We included all environmental samples as independent biological samples for analyses. No groups or controls were defined

Data acquisition and analyses were blind

Coastal Antarctica region in austral summer, sea surface temperature between -2 to 3 degree C

80W - 55W, 62S - 70S; surface seawater from depth about 5m

Sampling efforts and import/export logistics were supported by the United States Antarctic Program and the Office of Export Controls
at Duke University

Potential disturbance to the marine environment: research vessel gas emissions and noises. Operations only conducted when
necessary for proposed research activities; energy efficiency and water usage efficiency on board; no solid waste or chemical disposal
allowed on board




